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using pkg maker: 1. in the folder npua98155, rename it to npea00129, 2. unpack the
patch for bcus98155, 3. copy all the files from the patch except param.sfo and paste
it in npua00129, 4. edit the param.sfo from npua00129 to change category from dg

(disc game) into hg, (harddrive game) and app version to 1.03, 5. in the folder
npua00129, rename the folder npua00129 to ps3_game, 6. in the folder ps3_game,

rename the folder npea98155 to bces00129, 7. rename the folder ps3_game to
bces00129, 8. inject code: 1. rename bcus00688 to npea00688, 2. rename the folder
npea00688 to bces00688 and move all files except the ps3_game to npea00688, so
you have: bces00688 & bces00688game & bces00688data, 3. copy bces00688game
& bces00688data to the console, 4. now place the patched ps3_game folder into the
npea00688 folder you moved to the console, 5. copy the files from bces00688 to the

console, so you have two working versions of the game. inject code: 1. rename
bcus00688 to npea00688, 2. rename the folder npea00688 to bces00688 and move

all files except the ps3_game to npea00688, so you have: bces00688 &
bces00688game & bces00688data, 3. copy bces00688game & bces00688data to the

console, 4. now place the patched ps3_game folder into the npea00688 folder you
moved to the console, 5. copy the files from bces00688 to the console, so you have
two working versions of the game. 6. start the game without the patch and change

the target ver to 01.04 7. inject the modified version with cfw2ofw and make backup
pkgs with mk-backup-pkg.
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1. remove all the
files from the folder

bces00664 and
rename it into

bces00664game, 2.
copy all

dataxx.psarc from
the disc files into
that folder, 3. edit
the param.sfo and
remove the lines:

ps3 system,
parental lock level,
app ver and target
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ver. patch 2.10
(again) with the

modified param.sfo
(hg and app ver 2.
direct copy of the

bcus file to the main
npea00129 folder to
use as a patch for
converting your

game to an
injectable pkg, it

seems to work fine.
(i'm not sure if this
is a "han" problem
or a "dtu" problem)
for dtu/inject: game

conversion not
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required: 1. rename
the folder ps3_game
to bces00129game,

2. download the
1.03 update patch
bces00129 then

unpack it, 3. in the
folder

bces00129game,
copy all the files
from the patch

except param.sfo (ie
param.sfo in

bces00129game
must remain native

to the disk), 4. in the
folder
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bces00129game,
edit param.sfo.

change category dg
(disc game) to hg
(harddrive game)

then game version
number to the same
version of the patch.

5. fold
bces00129game and

bces00129 to the
console. you're

playing. all is simple
game conversion
not required: 1.

rename the folder
ps3_game to
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npua98155, 2.
unpack the patch for
bcus98155, 3. copy
all the files from the

patch except
param.sfo and paste

in npua98155, 4.
edit the param.sfo
from npua98155 to
change category

from dg (disc game)
into hg, (harddrive

game) and app
version to 01.03, 5.
for inject: transfer

the two folders
(npua98155 &
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bcus98155) to the
console, 5. for han:
use make-backup-
pkg with the two

folders (npua98155
& bcus98155) to
create 2 working
pkgs. 5ec8ef588b
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